BASF closes American Cyanamid acquisition

By ANDREW OVERBECK

RALEIGH, N.C. — The consolidation trend in the agrochemical industry continues to march forward as BASF announced July 1, a mere three and a half months after signing an initial contract, that it has closed its acquisition of American Cyanamid. The two companies are now on the integration fast track to sort out the product lines that will be handled by BASF’s TopPro subsidiary and which ones will be handled by BASF Specialty Products.

“As we look forward we are going to try to draw the line that BASF Specialty Products will continue to sell and handle the proprietary products that service our markets. TopPro will tend to handle the generic or commodity type products, although that line gets fuzzy and we are trying to figure out which shop some products belong in,” said Steve Briggs, the former head of American Cyanamid’s Specialty Products Division and now vice president of Memphis, Tenn.-based TopPro.

Bill Baxter is the new head of the turf and ornamental group of Raleigh-based BASF Specialty Products.

While BASF has set a target date of Oct. 1 to have both companies operating as one, in the short term products will still be available through normal channels.

“We are going to run both businesses ‘as is’ to satisfy customer needs and demands,” said Briggs. “By early 2001 we will figure out what’s best for both the customers and the organization.”

Briggs expects to have 90 percent of the product line determined this fall, but the other 10 percent may take until 2001.

PENDULUM

“Pendimethalin (Pendulum) is an example of one that we are struggling with right now,” he said. “We use a lot of the field people in BASF Specialty Products to help service that product. But since it is older and has some possible pending generic competition, it may be best to keep it in TopPro, we have to decide whether to change the business philosophy and hire more people in the field or do something different on the distribution end to make it work.”

Another product that is up in the air is MACH 2, the popular insecticide that was developed jointly by American Cyanamid and
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New Concorde SST offers proven disease control with maximum staying power. This formulation includes new Super Stick Technology (SST™), with adhesion properties that are bound to set an industry standard for tenacity. A contact fungicide you can use all season, Concorde SST will control 14 turf diseases, including algae, brown patch, dollar spot, leaf spot, melting out, anthracnose, rust and red thread. Its multi-site mode-of-action helps prevent fungicide resistance and is ideal for all turf disease programs. Use it now and all year long. Find it at www.griffinllc.com
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A Visible Marking System You Can Mow Right Over

- Speeds up play - Reduces playing time up to 30 minutes per round
- Cost-effective - Pays for itself in months - Lasts for years
- More enjoyment - No pacing and hunting for sprinkler heads
- Available in all colors
- Proven at thousands of courses around the world

www.KathyMarkers.com
email: KathyMarkers@aol.com

The Kirby Marker System
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You’ll want to play barefoot on our certified grasses.

- TifTano 419
- TifEagle
- TifTerra Zoysia
- Meyer Z-52 Zoysia
- Cavalier Zoysia
- Spring Planting Service
- Linking Maintenance
- Tee Planting Service
- Lay and Play
- Fairway Gravel (optional)
- Pines
- Big Rolls
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- Direct Distribution Throughout the U.S
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BIRD-X
Repel Geese and Ducks from Grass! 
Eliminate mess and property damage!
Food-grade, biodegradable taste-aversion agent.
renders food sources unpalatable and inedible so geese leave. Easy to use - just spray onto grass.
1 gallon (per acre) $95
THE BIRD CONTROL "XPERT"
BIRD-X, Inc.
300 N. Elizabeth St. Dept. GCN
Chicago, IL 60607
312-846-0600
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Fore!
Join us at the future of golf course irrigation plays through.
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BASF sorting out product lines
Continued from page 3

and Rohm and Haas Co. The contract between the two companies stipulates that if one of the partners is involved in a merger or acquisition with another company, the remaining partner has the first option to retain the company (RohMid LLC), sell it to the other party or continue the joint venture with the new company.

"It resides more on the legal side at this point," said Briggs. "But Rohm and Haas is in the driver's seat—it is up to them to buy, to pass or to renegotiate [the joint venture]."

Once the product lines are sorted, BASF Specialty Products and TopPro will run as parallel businesses servicing a similar customer base with different products. "Being a commodity company we will concentrate on the distributor side and BASF Specialty Products will use more sales representatives to focus on the end-user," said Briggs.
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